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词意辨析

1.The new manager has greatly changed the company_____he took over the

position. (2012)

A.if B.since C.although D.while

2.I‘m pleased to tell you that the fax machines you ordered are_____now.(2012)

A.available B.convenient C.wonderful D.important

3.Could you please ________ why you can’t come to attend the meeting?

A.explain B.understand C.give D.reach

4.The manager’s reply _____ that he was not really interested in the project.

A.offered B.showed C.advised D.described

5.You can fly to London this evening ________ you don’t mind changing the flight

in Paris.

A.until B.if C. where D.before

6.Food, clothing and shelter are the ________ needs for all of us.

A.careful B.attractive C.strange D.basic

7.Do not____me to help you unless you work harder.

A.except B.hope C.depend D.think

8. Traveling across the country costs a lot of money, but John can ____it.

A.spend B.give C.build D.afford

9.Hold the money in your bank account____you use it for college courses.

A.although B.as if C.unless D.wherever
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词组

1.We have got to ____a new way to solve this problem (2012)

A.tell about B.put out C.think of D.take over

2.______the members cooperate well, the team will keep winning games.(2012)

A. As far as B. As well as C. As long as D. As soon as

3.can you help me to____a sales plan in that area? (2012)

A.set up B.give in C.put on D.work out

4. It was once a difficult time, but in the end everything ________ all right.

A.turned out B.put up C.carried away D.gave in

5.John decided to _____the present job in order to travel around the world.

A.give up B.put up C.wake up D.break up

6.It was so noisy that we found it hard to____the conversation.

A.carry on B.set for C.turn on D.go about

7.The police have not____the search even if it has lasted for a week.

A.given up B.taken away C.broken in D.brought about

8._____the price of the product, you will have to pay for shipping.

A.In terms of B. in addition to C.in relation to D. in spite of

9.We are so busy this week that we have to __B__the meeting till next week.

A.give away B.put off C.take over D.set out

10.To fully enjoy your trip, we hope you will make a detailed plan___D__

A.on purpose B.in reality C.by accident D.in advance
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固定搭配

1.The Quality Control staff is responsible___the quality of the products that come

out of the factory.(2012)

A.for B.of C.with D.to

2.Thank you for your letter of May 6th, in which you____about the bicycles of Model

879. (2012)

A.ask B.feel C.know D.think

3.I’m told that i will share an office room____five other newcomers.(2012)

A.in B.with C.to D.at

4.Think over our proposal and let me know whether you agree _______ it.

A. for B.in C.with D.at

5.I feel it is my responsibility ________ you of our decision.

A.inform B.to inform C.informing D. informed

6.Michael’s new house looks like a palace, compared____his old one.

A.of B.with C.for D.in

7.Computer technology makes it____for people to work from home.

A.harmful B.serious C.possible D.difficult

8.The computer program is designed for the____of easy online reading

A.experience B.purpose C.invitation D.decision

9.I decided to____as a waiter in a restaurant during my summer vacation.

A.serve B.turn C.take D.make

10.Generally speaking, a lot of patience is _____to look after a sick patient.
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A.regarded B.decided C. agreed D.required

11. The company makes it possible the market information with its partners.

A.share B.sharing C.to share D.shared

时态

1.The staff members were asked to arrive a few minutes earlier before the meeting

________ .

A.will start B.starts C. started D.would start

2.The business talk___next week when the CEO of your company comes.

A.was held B.is being held C.will be held D.has been held

3.i____in touch with you as soon as i receive more details from the manager.

A.am B.was C.will be D.have been

4.In this museum a guided tour____for you at no charge

A.being provided B.to provided C.is provided D. provides

非谓语

1.The question____now is where to build the new factory.

A.discuss B.discussing C.be discussed D.being discussed

填空

1.if they agree with us, we (carry out)_____the plan immediately.

2. In order to keep a high level of safety, all the staff are required(wear)
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protective clothes.

3.we are planning to provide (serve) to small companies in the city.

4. Yesterday i （receive）______an email from one of our suppliers in the order.

5.we would like you to give a speech at our meeting, (start)_____at 9:00 am on

October 8th.

6.They are now looking for a new way of (treat)_____the rare disease.

7.If you want to achieve your goal, you have to work (hard)______than ever before.

8.They’re looking for an (experience)______manager to further improve the overs

eas business.

9.The tour guide marked some places of interest on the map for us (visit) .

10.A water power station (build)_____in the area several years ago.

11.Jack （ quick ） established himself as a powerful member of the new

company.

12.We all like your idea of using the money(build) a primary school.

13.The UK economy last year performed(well) than expected according to

the report.

14.With the(introduce) of the Internet, more and more people preferred to

do business online.

15.The company(employ) more than 50 IT engineers since last year.

16.It is no use(try) to advertise so much if you don’t know the users’needs.

17.There is no （possible)____ for us to get the products before the Spring Festival.

18.(Realize)____ that he had left an important document in the office, Harry ran
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back for it.

19.Last month i went to Germany and (take) part in the World Skills

Competition

20.The interview is very(success) , so you will get a chance to work for the

famous software company.
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